EPOINT SYSTEMS
We make it POSsible!!!
EPOINT POS
Reliable ~ Efficient ~ User Friendly
EPOINT POS utilises robust, easy to use, touch
screens and is uniquely positioned to provide all your
staff with the necessary tools, right at the Point of
Sale, to deliver exceptional customer service.






Flexible ordering mode
Staff management and access control
Robust management reports
POS stock management
Reliable and high performance platform
Epoint

Quick Queue
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EPOINT ES Quick Queue
Empower your customers with tools that allow them to choose between
services, check-in for appointments, find the way or simply to take a ticket to a
queue.
 First come, first serve
 Purpose-built for environments with extensive usage
 A unique selection of touch screens or screens with buttons
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EPOINT SYSTEMS
We make it POSsible!!!

EPOINT eMenu
“Epoint eMenu - the Interactive
Digital Menu” uphold you to a
new level of experience. Your
guest can browse the menu,
choose dishes and can order
directly from the Epoint eMenu.






Boost in Sales and Profits
Outstanding and wide-ranging customer service
Strengthen selling brand image
Entertaining guests while they order and delight in more food
Lessen the waiting time period for customers

EPOINT eWaiter System
Created a wireless mobile operation
environment for the F&B scene fitting
appropriately into prestigious dining
restaurants, side walk fast-food outlets.

 Up-selling with your instant pairing
recommendations
 Boost in Sales and Profits
 Strengthen selling brand image and
personal service
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